
RAVAS iForks 2500 | 3000 | 5000

iForks 
2500

PLUG ‘N WEIGH
INSTALLED IN
5 MINUTES!

100% WIRELESS FORK SCALE
FOR FORKLIFT TRUCKS, REACH TRUCKS
AND NARROW AISLE TRUCKS



iForks 
2500

iForks allows you to transfer weight information to a data terminal on

the truck or directly to a WMS or ERP system. This makes essential  

information about material flows available on-line. For checking  

receivedgoods, for stock management, for determining shipping 

weights, and to prevent the overloading of lorries. With iForks you 

work fast and efficiently, realising immediate cost savings.

Data collection

Plug & Weigh
From the box directly onto

the forklift: anyone can

install iForks in five minutes.

Switch it on and weigh!

Ask for a free on-site
demonstration!



Realise cost 
savings with iForks

Powermanagement
iForks are equipped with easily exchangeable, robust battery modules. Each module  

contains 4 standard D-cells, providing 180 working hours worth of power. The sleep 

mode function ensures that iForks can function on a single set of batteries for several 

months. Rechargeable battery modules are optionally available, supplied with wall  

mounted charger. An advanced power management menu allows the user to adapt the 

power consumption to his own needs, via the keyboard of the indicator. Blinking blue 

LEDs on the forks continuously indicate the battery status.  

iForks enables you to weigh goods during 

transport. This helps you to work faster and 

more efficiently and provides information  

that helps you prevent errors and shortages.  

Checking the weight of incoming goods  

signals errors and incomplete deliveries.  

Efficient weighing of outgoing goods provides 

accurate shipping weights and prevents the 

overloading of lorries.  And iForks also allows 

you to accurately fill containers and big bags, 

as well as fast and error free parts counting. 

With iForks you realise immediate cost savings.  
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RAVAS Europe B.V.

P.O. Box 2023

NL-5300 CA Zaltbommel

The Netherlands

Tel. +31 (0)418 515220

Fax +31 (0)418 515320

info@ravas.com

www.ravas.com


